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ABSTRACT. Let M be a <7-finite, finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful

normal tracial state t. Let a be a one-parameter semigroup of normal positive

contractions of M. Then it is shown that a is continuous with respect to the

Lp-norm (1 < p < oo) induced by t if and only if it is cr-weakly continuous.

1. Introduction. Various useful topologies are introduced on von Neumann

algebras, including the (operator) norm topology. Hence, various continuity proper-

ties can also be defined for one-parameter semigroups of linear operators. However,

only cr-weakly continuous semigroups or groups have been discussed in most pa-

pers, except uniformly continuous ones. Indeed, R. R. Kallman [5, 6] showed that

every strongly continuous (namely, continuous in the pointwise norm convergence

topology) one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of von Neumann algebras is

already uniformly continuous, and G. A. Elliott [2] showed the same result for

AW*-algebras. Furthermore, the uniform continuity of strongly continuous posi-

tive semigroups was shown by A. Kishimoto and D. W. Robinson [7] for abelian von

Neumann algebras and by U. Groh [4] for properly infinite von Neumann algebras.

Nevertheless, the problem for arbitrary von Neumann algebras remains open.

In this paper, we examine Lp-continuity of positive semigroups on finite von

Neumann algebras, using a technique of [3, 8].

2. Result. Let M be a tr-finite, finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed faithful

normal tracial state r. Let || ||p (1 < p < oo) be the Lp-norm on M defined

by ||z||p = r(|x|p)1/,p (x E M) and || ||oo be the (operator) norm on M. Let

a = {at}t>o be a one-parameter semigroup of normal positive contractions on M

with ao — I (the identity operator). Then a is said to be Lp-norm continuous if

limt|o IJCKt(a:) — x||p = 0 for every x E M (1 < p < oo).

We shall consider Lp-continuity of a in the following. If a is Lp-norm continuous

for some p (1 < p < oo), then a is cr-weakly continuous. Indeed, since r is faithful

and every at is contraction with respect to || ||oo, |r(at(a:) — %)\ ^ llat(x) — x\\p

(x E M) implies that p(at(x)) -* p(x) (t —> +0) for every x E M and p E M, (the

predual space of M). The converse statement does not hold for p = oo in general

as mentioned above. But it does hold for p (1 < p < oo). Namely, we have the

following theorem. This is interesting in connection with the problem mentioned

in the Introduction and the fact that limp_00 ||x||p = Hx^ for x E M.
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THEOREM. Let M,r, and a be as above. Then a is Lp-norm continuous for

every p (1 < p < oo) if and only if a is a-weakly continuous.

Before going to the proof, we should note that r is not necessarily assumed to

be a-invariant.

PROOF OF THEOREM. The if part is already seen. Conversely, suppose that

a is cr-weakly continuous. Let ß = {ßt)t>o be the strongly continuous contraction

semigroup on L1(M,t) corresponding to the preadjoint semigroup of a on TW«,

where Ll(M,r) is the noncommutative Z^-space realized as the space of closed

operators [1, 9]. We define two positive elements tç> e M* and h E L1(M,t) by

/•OO

tq = I     e~lr o at dt

and

L
e-*ßt(l)dt.

Then To is faithful and h is injective because ao — I and rn(-) = r(h-). Now, an

inner product ( , ) on M is defined by (x, y) = To(y*x + xy*) (x,y E M), and let

H be the completion of M in the norm ||x¡2 = (x, x)1/2 (x € M). Next, we put

7t(x) = e~lat(x) (x E M, t > 0). Then 7 = {7i}t>o is a a-weakly continuous

semigrup of normal positive contractions of M, and we have, for x E M,

/■OO

To(-jt(x*x + xx*)) =   /     e~sT(as(e~tat(x*x + xx*)))ds
Jo

/oo
e~sT(as(x*x + xx*)) ds

/■OO

<   /     e~sT(as(x*x + xx*))ds
Jo

= To(x*X + XX*).

Since each qt is a positive || H^-contraction on M, we have, for x E M,

ht\f2=ro(lt(xrit(x)+lt(x)lt(xr)

< To(7¿(x*x + xx*))

< r0(x*x + xx*) = ¡xi2,.

That is, each 7t is contraction on M with respect to the norm ||| ¡2. Hence, each

7t extends to a contraction, say 7t, on H. Thus, we have a contraction semigroup

on H which is weakly continuous because 7 is cr-weakly continuous on M. Hence,

7 = {7t}t>o is strongly continuous on H, that is,

Um|7*(a;)-x|2 = 0       (xeH).

By a simple calculation, we have lim(|0 ||£*t(z) — x\2 = 0 (x E M). Next, let

h = j0°° Xde(X) be the spectral resolution of h. Then r(e(X)) —► 7"(e(0)) = 0 by the

injectivity of h. Therefore, for each positive number e > 0, there exists a positive

number A > 0 such that r(e(X)) < e.  Then we have A(l - e(A)) < h.  Thus, we
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have, for x E M,

\\at(x) -x\\l = r(|ai(x) - x|2)

= r((l - e(X))\at(x) - x|2) + r(e(A)|aÉ(x) - x|2)

= T(\at(x)-x\(l-e(X))\at{x)-x\)

+ r(e(A)|ai(2:)-x|2e(A))

< (l/A)7-(|at(x) - x\h\at(x) - x|) + (2||x||00)2r(e(A))

< (l/X)T(h\at(x) - x\2) + (2\\x\U2e

= (l/A)r0(|ai(x)-x|2) +411x11^6

<(l/A)|at(x)-x||2+411x11^.

Since ¡«¿(x) — x||2 —► 0 (t J. 0) and e is arbitrary, we have limtjo ||at(x) — x||2 = 0

(x E M). Furthermore, inequalities ||a||p < ||a||oo~1)/p||a||2/P (a E M, oo > p > 1)

imply our assertion. The proof is completed.
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